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samipya, sadrishya. These four together are one way of being
and one perfection.
To live in the Eternal is also to live with the Eternal within
us. Whosoever consciously inhabits his being, his conscious presence inhabits. God lives and moves and acts in us when we live
and move and act in him[.]
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Yoga is the contact of the humanity in us with the deity in which
it dwells, of the finite with the Infinite, of the as yet accomplished
evolving & imperfect humanity with its yet unevolved attainable
perfection, of the outwardly active waking consciousness which
is controlled with the inwardly active controlling consciousness,
of man with God, of the changing outward apparent ego with the
secret real and immutable Self. By that contact the lower rises to
the higher, the unevolved evolves, the unborn is created, humanity assumes some part of godhead, man moves upward to God.
This upward and self-expanding movement is the utility of Yoga.
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To be one in all ways of thy being with that which is the Highest,
this is Yoga. To be one in all ways of thy being with that which
is the All, this is Yoga. To be one in thy spirit and with thy
understanding and thy heart and in all thy members with the
God in humanity, this is Yoga. To be one with all Nature and
all beings, this is Yoga. All this is to be one with God in his
transcendence and his cosmos and all that he has created in his
being. Because from him all is and all is in him and he is all
and in all and because he is thy highest Self and thou art one
with him in thy spirit and a portion of him in thy soul and at
play with him in thy nature, and because this world is a scene in
his being in which he is thy secret Master and lover and friend
and the lord and sustainer and aim of all thou art, therefore is
oneness with him the perfect way of thy being[.]

